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Starting next week, Studio XX is presenting indexE, a
project initiated by Sarah Chouinard-Poirier. On the
menu: a series of radio-performances and three
workshops. Join us for the launch on Tuesday and
take part in a Feminist Wikipedia Edit-a-thon!

INVISIBLE EXHIBITION / RADIO-PERFORMANCES / WORKSHOPS
indexE | Sarah Chouinard-Poirier & al.
November, 27th to December, 14th
@ Studio XX + via Studio XX radio stream
Facebook Event

indexE brings together a series of invisible radio performances, a Web piece and
three workshops. Drawing from a body of 100 books written by women, trans, non-
binary and queer people, indexE raises the issue of women’s invisibility in literature
by using live voice and the Web as a means to share and transmit. This unseen
voice, performed in a closed room, offers a reading of texts in order to “unforget”
books selected by 100 people who were invited by Sarah Chouinard-Poirier.
Broadcasted live in the XX gallery and via Studio XX radio stream, the radio-
performances will take place from Tuesday to Friday, 12pm to 2pm.
 

VERNISSAGE / WORKSHOP
Feminist Wikipedia Edit-a-thon
With Sarah Chouinard-Poirier and Amber Berson
Tuesday, November 27th, 6pm-9pm
@ Studio XX
Facebook Event

Opening Sarah Chouinard-Poirier’s indexE, this feminist edit-a-thon invites the
audience to collectively edit Wikipedia pages of the women, trans, non binary and
queer authors featured in indexE. The workshop will be given in collaboration with
Amber Berson, ambassador for the Art + Feminism project in Canada.

To take part in the edit-a-thon, we invite you to create a Wikipedia account before the
event  ➮ bit.ly/2OIuNP5

WORKSHOP FOR FAMILIES
Books On Air!
With Sarah Chouinard-Poirier and Julia Dyck (XX Files Radio)
Saturday, December, 1st, 1pm-4pm
@ Studio XX
Facebook Event

Book On Air! invites children and parents to bring a book they would like to share.
Participants will do a little web search on the spot, write a Vikidia page (Wikipedia for
8-13 years old) and present their book on Studio XX radio stream in a parent-child
interview format.

Limited spots available! To register, send name and age of participants
to: mediation@studioxx.org

FINISSAGE / WORKSHOP / DISCUSSION
Is Radio Dangerous?
With Sarah Chouinard-Poirier, Julia Dyck + Amanda Harvey (XX Files Radio)
Thursday, December 13th, 6pm-9pm
@ Studio XX

Concluding the indexE project, this finissage/discussion/workshop invites the
audience to join Sarah Chouinard Poirier and the XX Files Radio hosts, Julia Dyck
and Amanda Harvey, for a discussion on the subversive potentials of feminist radio.
This will be followed by a workshop where participants will create their own DIY
online radio. Participants are encouraged to bring their own laptop.

Seats are limited! Please RSVP at ateliers@studioxx.org

You can now register for our VR workshop!

EMPLOI QUÉBEC WORKSHOP
Drawing and movement in VR space

Instructors: Casa Rara (Tali Goldstein, Eliott Le Calvé)
Guest artist:Paloma Dawkins
Dates: February 9th, 13th, 20th, 27th and March, 2nd, 2019
23 hours total (17 hours with the instructors + 6 hours of tutorials)
Price: $150 (tax included)
@ Studio XX

This workshop aims to introduce the participants to Quill, a program for drawing and
creating animations in 3D space. Using movements to generate forms, the user has
access to a diverse toolkit in order to create immersive environments. Participants
will first discover the work of female artists in VR and learn the basics of Quill. They
will then develop a project, solo or as group, to be shared during a presentation at
the end of the workshop.

For more information and to register, click here.
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